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We propose a method for controlling the atomic currents of a two-component Bose-Einstein condensate in a
double well by applying an external field to the atoms in one of the potential wells. We study the ground-state
properties of the system and show that the directions of spin currents and net-particle tunneling can be manipulated
by adiabatically varying the coupling strength between the atoms and the field. This system can be used to study
spin and tunneling phenomena across a wide range of interaction parameters. In addition, spin-squeezed states
can be generated. It is useful for quantum information processing and quantum metrology.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Spin and tunneling phenomena are of fundamental interest
in understanding quantum behaviors of particles. They are
also important in applications using solid-state devices such
as sensors and data storage [1]. In addition, manipulation of
the quantum state of a single spin is essential in implementing
quantum information processing [2].
Recently, the tunneling dynamics of ultracold atoms has
been observed in a double well [3] and optical lattices [4],
where the experimental parameters can be widely tuned.
Moreover, high-fidelity single-spin detection of an atom has
been realized in an optical lattice [5,6] and atom chip [7].
Such sophisticated techniques of manipulating ultracold atoms
open up the possibilities for the study of intriguing quantum
phenomena.
In this paper we propose a method to control the tunneling
dynamics of a two-component Bose-Einstein condensate
(BEC) in a double well [8] by applying an external field
to the atoms in one of the potential wells. In fact, methods
for controlling tunneling in a double-well BEC have been
suggested by driving the double-well potentials [9] and
applying a symmetry-breaking field [10]. In addition, several
methods for manipulating the atomic motion in an optical
lattice have been proposed such as using external fields for
vibrational transitions between adjacent sites [11], tilting the
lattice potential [12], and periodic modulation of the lattice
parameters [13].
Here we show that the spin and tunneling dynamics of atoms
can be manipulated by adiabatically changing the coupling
strength of the field. This approach can be used to study
the spin and tunneling related phenomena in a controllable
manner. For example, the directions of spin currents such as
parallel and counterflows can be controlled by appropriately
adjusting the interaction parameters. Here the spin currents
refer to the two atomic currents of a condensate of 87Rb
atoms with two different hyperfine levels [14]. Apart from
changing the internal states of atoms, the external field gives
rise to net-particle tunneling. It is different from the situation
of cotunneling of the two-component condensates in a double
well [8,15] in which the number difference of atoms between
the wells is equal during the tunneling process.
In addition, the tunnel behaviors are totally different in the
limits of weak and strong atomic interactions. In the regime of
weak atomic interactions, the atoms smoothly tunnel through
the other well. In contrast, the discrete steps of tunneling are
shown in the limit of strong atomic interactions. The coherent
control of single-atom tunneling can thus be achieved. This
method can be utilized for atomic transport.
Furthermore, we investigate the production of spin squeez-
ing [16,17] in this system. The occurrence of spin squeezing
can indicate multiparticle entanglement [18]. We show that
spin-squeezed states can be dynamically generated by slowly
changing the coupling strength of the field. This can be used
in preparing entangled states and quantum metrology [19].
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce
the system of a two-component BEC in a double well, where
the atoms in the left potential well are coupled to the laser field.
In Sec. III we study the ground-state properties of the system.
In Sec. IV we propose a method to adiabatically transfer the
atoms to the other well. In Sec. V we investigate the generation
of multiparticle entanglement using this method. We provide
a summary in Sec. VI. In the Appendix we derive an effective
Hamiltonian describing the coupling between the two internal
states with the lasers.
II. SYSTEM
We consider a condensate of 87Rb atoms with two hyperfine
levels |e〉 = |F = 2,mF = 1〉 and |g〉 = |F = 1,mF = −1〉 of
the 5S1/2 ground state [14] confined in a symmetric double-
well potential [8]. An external field is applied to the atoms
in one of the potential wells. The schematic of the system
is shown in Fig. 1(a). This system can be described by the
total Hamiltonian Htot = H0 + H1, where H0 and H1 are the
Hamiltonians describing the external and internal degrees of
atoms.
We adopt the two-mode approximation to describe the
atoms in deep potential wells [8]. Since the scattering lengths
of the different hyperfine states of 87Rb are very similar
[20], we assume that the intracomponent and intercomponent
interactions are nearly the same. The Hamiltonian H0 can be
written as (h̄ = 1)
H0 = −J (e†LeR + e†ReL + g†LgR + g†RgL)
+U [(neL + ngL)2 + (neR + ngR)2], (1)
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic of a two-component Bose-
Einstein condensate in a double well. An external field is applied to
the atoms in the left potential well. (b) Energy levels for the atoms.
The two internal states |e〉 and |g〉 are coupled via the upper state |r〉.
where αL(αR) and nαL (nαR ) are the annihilation operator of
an atom and the number operator, respectively, in the left
(right) potential well for α = e,g. The total number N of
atoms is conserved in this system. To ensure the validity of
two-mode approximation, we assume that the trapping energy
is much larger than the atomic interaction energy [9,21], i.e.,
ω0  UN , where ω0 is the effective trapping frequency of the
potential well.
We can make a rough estimation of the experimental
parameters within the two-mode approximation. For 87Rb, the
scattering length a is about 5 nm. We take the frequencies
ωy and ωz of the transverse trapping potentials to be about
2π×1 kHz. Indeed, the barrier height and the separation
between the two potential minima can be varied [22] by
appropriately splitting the potential. We consider that the
barrier height Vb can be tuned [22] from 2π × 50 to 2π ×
250 Hz and the separations 2x0 between two wells are 2
and 4 μm. The effective frequency ω0 =
√
8Vb/(mx20 ) [21]
is related to the barrier height Vb and the separation 2x0. This
gives the effective frequency ω0 ranging from 2π × 220 to
2π × 350 Hz and the interaction strength U ranges between
2π × 2.7 and 2π×3.4 Hz. From these estimations, the number
N of atoms must be less than 100 to maintain the validity of
two-mode approximation [9,21]. We also estimate the ratio
U/J of the atomic strength and tunneling strength, which
ranges from 0.05 to 300.
Without loss of generality, we consider an external field
to be applied to the atoms in the left potential well. The two
internal states can be coupled via the upper transition of the D2
line of 87Rb [23] by using the two laser beams with different
circular polarizations as shown in Fig. 1(b). This upper state
|r〉 can be adiabatically eliminated due to the large detuning. In
the Appendix, we derive an effective Hamiltonian to describe
the interaction between the two internal states and the lasers.
In the interaction picture, the Hamiltonian H1 is given by [24]
H1 = (neL + neR) + h̄(e†LgL + H.c.), (2)
where  is the detuning between the atomic transition (|r〉 and
|e〉) and the laser field and  is the effective coupling strength
between the atoms and the external field. A tightly focused
laser can be applied to the atoms in one of the potential wells.
In fact, a tightly focused laser has been used to address a
single atom in an optical lattice [6], where the full width at
half maximum of the diameter of the laser beam is within
1 μm [6]. The separation between the two potential wells
is several micrometers in the experiment [3]. Therefore, the
effects of the external lasers on the atoms in the other well are
small.
III. GROUND-STATE PROPERTIES OF THE COUPLED
ATOM-LASER SYSTEM
Now we study how the ground-state properties of the BEC
affected by the local external field. In Fig. 2 we plot the
population differences (〈nαL〉 − 〈nαR 〉) versus the coupling
strengths  for the atoms in the two different internal states
|α〉 and α = e,g. For the cases of an even number N of
atoms, there is an equal number of atoms in the two wells
in the absence of the external field, i.e.,  = 0. The external
field causes the energy bias between the two wells. Thus
the population difference becomes larger when the coupling
strength increases.
Moreover, the system exhibits totally different behaviors in
the regimes of weak and strong atomic interactions. For weak
atomic interactions, the population differences smoothly vary
as a function of the coupling strength as shown in Figs. 2(a)
and 2(c). Also, a larger number of atoms is in the state |g〉 due
to the larger detuning .
In Figs. 2(b) and 2(d) we plot the population differences
versus the coupling strengths  in the regime of strong atomic
interactions. We can see that discrete steps of the population
difference for atoms in the state |g〉 are shown when the
coupling strength increases. However, the discrete feature is
not obvious for the atoms in the state |e〉. In Fig. 2(b) the
atoms in the two different internal states are distributed in the
opposite potential wells for small . When  becomes larger,
both components of atoms populate the left potential well. This
result shows that the population difference of atoms in the two
internal states depends on the coupling strength and also the
detuning between the atoms and field.
To proceed, we investigate the relationship between the total
population difference of atoms (〈neL + ngL − neR − ngR〉)
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Population differences plotted as a function
of /J for the ground state of the system and N = 8. The parameters
are (a) and (b)  = 20J and (c) and (d)  = 200J . The ground state
|g〉 and excited state |e〉 of atoms are denoted by solid (blue) and
dotted (red) lines, respectively.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Plot of the total population difference
versus /J for the ground state with the different strengths U of
atomic interactions. The parameters are N = 8 and  = 20J . The
values of n in Eq. (6) are marked with the open (red) circles.
and the coupling strength . In Fig. 3 we plot the total
population differences as a function of the coupling strength 
for different strengths U of atomic interactions. The external
field leads to the population imbalance between two wells
in both regimes of weak and strong atomic interactions. For
weak atomic interactions, the population difference smoothly
increases with . The discrete steps of population differences
when the atomic interactions become strong are shown in
Fig. 3. The sharper discrete steps are shown for larger U .
In this case, a single atom is allowed to tunnel through the
other well only for specific coupling strengths.
A. Tunneling condition in the limit of strong atomic interactions
We now discuss the tunneling condition in the limit of strong
atomic interactions. Since the tunnel couplings are negligible
in this regime, the numbers of atoms in the two wells are
conserved. We assume that there are N/2 + n and N/2 − n
atoms in the left and right wells, respectively. For convenience,
we define the angular momentum operators Sjx = (gje†j +
ejg
†
j )/2, Sjy = (gje†j − ejg†j )/2i, and Sjz = (e†j ej − g†j gj )/2,
with j = L,R. To diagonalize the Hamiltonian Htot, we apply
the transformation as
SLx = cos θS ′Lx − sin θS ′Lz, (3)
SLz = cos θS ′Lz + sin θS ′Lx. (4)
By setting the term  sin θ + 2 cos θ equal to zero, the total
Hamiltonian can be diagonalized as
H ′tot = SRz + h̄
√
2 + 42S ′Lz + U (N2/2 + 2n2)
+ h̄N/2 (5)
and its ground-state energy EGn is given by
EGn = −(N/2 − n)/2 −
√
2 + 42(N/2 + n)/2
+ 2Un2 + UN2/2 + N/2. (6)
The tunneling of atoms occurs when the energies EGn and E
G
n−1
are equal to each other. In this situation, a single atom tunnels
through the other well. It is analogous to the resonant tunneling
in quantum dots due to the Coulomb blockade [25]. By setting
EGn = EGn−1 in Eq. (6), the tunneling condition for the coupling
strength n can be obtained as
n = 12 {[4U (2n − 1) + ]2 − 2}1/2. (7)
In Fig. 3 the values of n are marked with the open red circles.
This shows that the tunneling condition in Eq. (7) agrees with
the exact numerical solution.
IV. ADIABATIC TRANSPORT
We have studied the ground-state properties of the coupled
atom-laser system in the preceding section. We have shown
that the directions of atomic currents and the population
difference depend on the coupling strength . Now we study
the adiabatic transport of atoms by slowly increasing the
coupling strength . According to the adiabatic theorem
[26], the system can evolve as its instantaneous ground
state if the changing rate of the parameter  is sufficiently
slow. Therefore, this method can be used for adiabatically
transferring the atoms to the other potential well.
We consider the coupling strength (t) as a linear function
of time t , i.e.,
(t) = vt, (8)
where v is a positive number. Here the detuning  is kept as
a constant during the time evolution. Initially, the system is
prepared in its ground state of the Hamiltonian H0 in Eq. (1)
and setting  = 0. The coupling strength (t) in Eq. (8) is
adiabatically increased. In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) the population
differences are plotted versus time for the atoms in the different
internal states. We can see that the two results in Figs. 2 and 4
reach good agreement. This shows that the tunneling dynamics
of atoms can be controlled by using an external field.
In the regime of weak atomic interactions, the two different
component condensates smoothly tunnel through the other
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Population differences for the two different
component condensates plotted against time J t for (a) U = 0.1J and
(b) U = 10J . The atoms in ground and excited states are denoted by
solid (blue) and dashed (red) lines, respectively. (c) Plot of the total
population difference versus time J t for different strengths of atomic
interactions. The parameters are N = 8,  = 20J , and v = 2.5J .
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well in the same direction in Fig. 4(a). The discrete steps
in the opposite interaction limit are shown in Fig. 4(b). Note
that the counterflow is shown in a short time in Fig. 4(b). The
flows of atomic spin currents become parallel afterward. This
shows that the direction of spin flows can be controlled by
appropriately adjusting the parameters  and .
Next we study the time evolution of the total population
difference of atoms. In Fig. 4(c) we examine the tunneling
dynamics for a wide range of interaction parameters. In
both regimes the atoms tunnel to the left potential well as
the coupling strength slowly increases with time. The total
population differences smoothly increase as a function of
time for weak atomic interactions. The discrete steps of the
tunneling when the strength of atomic interactions becomes
strong are shown. The single-atom tunneling can thus be
achieved in the limit of strong atomic interactions.
A. Efficiency of the population difference
Next we investigate the efficiency of the population transfer
by increasing the coupling strength of the external field. In
Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) the population differences are plotted versus
time for the two different detunings  = 20J and 200J . The
full population transfer can be achieved if the parameters v are
small enough in both cases. When the parameters v become
larger, the rates of population transfer increase. However,
the smaller population of atoms can be transferred in both
cases because they have gone beyond the adiabatic limit. By
comparing Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) we find that the larger numbers
of atoms can be transported with the same rate v of change for
the case using a larger detuning.
B. Effects of the coupling between the laser
and the atoms in the neighboring well
Since the separation between the two wells is small [3,22],
the lasers may also couple the atoms in the other potential well.
Now we examine a very small coupling between the laser and
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Total population differences plotted versus
time J t for the different detunings (a)  = 20J and (b)  = 200J .
The different rates of change are v = 10J [solid (black) line], v =
20J [dashed (blue) line], v = 30J [dotted (red) line], and v = 40J
[dash-dotted (green) line]. The parameters are N = 8 and U = 10J .
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Time evolution of the total population
difference. The effect of a small coupling between the laser and the
atoms in the right potential well is investigated. (a) Total population
differences plotted versus time J t for different rates of changing v′
and N = 8. (b) Total population differences plotted versus time J t for
different numbers of atoms and v′ = J . The parameters are U = 10J ,
 = 20J , and v = 10J .
the atoms in the right potential well. The Hamiltonian, which
describes the coupling between the laser and the atoms in the
right potential well, can be written as
HR1 = ′(e†RgR + g†ReR), (9)
where ′ is the coupling strength between the laser and
atoms. Here we consider that the coupling strength ′ linearly
increases with time as
′(t) = v′t. (10)
We assume that the parameter v′ is much smaller than v in
Eq. (8).
In Fig. 6(a) the total population differences are plotted
versus time for different rates of changing v′. The atoms can
be efficiently transferred from the left to the right potential
well. The results show slightly different tunneling behaviors
for small v′. We then examine the population transfer with
small v′ for a larger number of atoms. In Fig. 6(b) we plot the
total population difference as a function of time for different
numbers of atoms. The discrete steps of tunneling can be
clearly seen. This shows that this method works even if there
is a very small coupling between the laser and the atoms in the
neighboring well.
V. MULTIPARTICLE ENTANGLEMENT
Having discussed the tunneling dynamics of atoms, we
study the generation of spin-squeezed states by adiabatically
changing the coupling strength of the field. To indicate the
occurrence of spin squeezing, a parameter ξ 2 can be defined
as [17]
ξ 2 = N
(
Sn1
)2
〈
Sn2
〉2 + 〈Sn3 〉2
, (11)
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Spin-squeezing parameters ξ 2 plotted
versus time J t for different numbers N of atoms. The parameters
are  = 200J , U = 10J , and v = 10J .
where ni is the ith component of an angular momentum system
and i = 1, 2, and 3. If ξ < 1, then the system is said to be spin
squeezed [17]. In addition, the parameter ξ can be used to
indicate multiparticle entanglement [18].
Let us define the angular momentum operators
as Sx = (e†LeR + g†LgR + e†ReL + g†RgL)/2, Sy = (e†LeR +
g
†
LgR − e†ReL − g†RgL)/2i, and Sz = (e†LeR + g†LgL − e†ReR −
g
†
RgR)/2. The angular momentum operators obey the standard
commutation rule. We study the parameter as
ξ 2 = N (Sz)
2
〈Sx〉2 . (12)
Physically speaking, the quantity (Sz)2 is the variance of the
total population difference of atoms between the wells and
〈Sx〉 is the sum of the phase coherences between the two wells
for the two-component condensates.
In Fig. 7 we plot the spin-squeezing parameter ξ 2 versus
time for different numbers of atoms. Initially, the parameter
ξ 2 < 1 when  = 0. This means that the initial ground state
is a spin-squeezed state. As  in Eq. (7) slowly increases with
time, spin squeezing can be dynamically produced. This result
indicates that the system is spin squeezed for a wide range
of . In addition, a higher degree of spin squeezing can be
produced with a larger number of atoms N .
VI. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have studied how the ground state of a
two-component condensate in a double well is affected by
a local external field. We have shown that the flows of spin
currents and particle-tunneling dynamics can be controlled
by slowly varying the coupling strength of the external field
and appropriately adjusting the detuning. This can be used
to study spin and tunneling phenomena and also the potential
applications of atomic devices in atomtronics [27]. In addition,
spin-squeezed states can be dynamical generated. It is an
important resource for precise measurements [16–18].
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE EFFECTIVE
HAMILTONIAN FOR COUPLING BETWEEN TWO
INTERNAL STATES AND THE LASERS
The two internal states of an atom can be coupled via
pumping to the upper state by two lasers as shown in Fig. 1(b).
The Hamiltonian, describes the interaction between the two
internal states and the lasers, can be written as
H = ωrg|r〉〈r| + ωeg|e〉〈e| + g[exp (−iωgt)|r〉〈g| + H.c.]
+e[exp (−iωet)|r〉〈e| + H.c.], (A1)
By performing the unitary transformation as,
U (t) = exp{−i[ωg|r〉〈r| + (ωg + ωe)|e〉〈e|]t}, (A2)
the Hamiltonian can be transformed as [24]
H ′ = iU̇ †U + U †HU (A3)
= r |r〉〈r| + e|e〉〈e| + (g|r〉〈g| + e|r〉〈e| + H.c.),
(A4)
where r = ωrg − ωg and e = ωeg − ωg + ωe.
We write the state |	(t)〉 as,
|	(t)〉 = cg|g〉 + ce|e〉 + cr |r〉. (A5)
From the Schrödinger equation, we can obtain
iċg = gcr, (A6)
iċe = ece + ecr, (A7)
iċr = rcr + gcg + ece. (A8)
We assume that e and g are real numbers.
If the detuning  is much greater than the coupling
strengths e,g , then the upper state can be adiabatically
eliminated. We can obtain
cr ≈ −g
r
cg − e
r
ce. (A9)
The effective Hamiltonian can thus be obtained as
Heff = −
2g
r
|g〉〈g|+
(
e − 
2
e
r
)
|e〉〈e| + (|g〉〈e| + H.c.),
(A10)
where  = −eg/r is the effective coupling strength
between the two internal states |g〉 and |e〉. We assume that g
and e are approximately equal and let e =  in Eq. (2).
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